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Introduction
The Spatial Sound and Music workshop was organised by Dr Peter Lennox of the Signal
Processing Applications Research Group at University of Derby. Peter emphasised the workshop
was for discussion and demonstration of spatial musical instruments and large-scale audio
environments, rather than only academic presentations. This report summarises each presentation
on the day (based on notes taken at the time), with some brief concluding remarks based on
discussion with Peter after the workshop.
Peter Lennox :
P.Lennox@derby.ac.uk
http://sparg.derby.ac.uk/SPARG/Staff_PLX.asp

Venue
The workshop took place in two rooms at University of Derby, one a lecture theatre, the other a
large performance room set up with a roughly hemispherical (upper dome) ambisonic
loudspeaker array. The array was comprised of three horizontal rings of speakers at different
heights, with 4 hand built tube subwoofers in the room corners. The first (largest) ring of 8
speakers was a little higher than ear level, the second ring of 5 speakers roughly half way to the
ceiling (possibly 3 metres), and finally the smallest ring of 3 speakers at approximately threequarters of ceiling height. Ambisonic processing for the workshop demonstrations took place on
a high end quad-core PC with a Soundscape Mixpander audio interface that supplies 64 output
channels (daisychainable up to 256).

Performance room
Also present at the workshop was an installation by a group of Peter’s students based on the
premise of « non surround , multichannel audio». The installation in a long corridor took the form
of a linear, 8-channel speaker array playing sounds of a ten-pin bowling ball rolling down a
bowling alley lane. This was quite effective in its economic use of the array to provide
appropriate egocentric reverberation and amplitude distance effects from any listening position.
The panning was also quite succinct, given that each channel simply replayed the signal from a
discrete microphone placed at a corresponding location in the recorded bowling lane.

Bowling alley sound installation

Peter Lennox, opening address
10am, lecture theatre.
Peter introduced the workshop as a discussion on spatial sound and music. His aim for spatial
music is to provide a listening experience of being immersed in the music, with elements moving
in all directions, not just a frontal image, yet after over 20 years working in the field, he realises
that this idea is not as simple as it seems it should be.
The workshop involved participants from many backgrounds : musicians, engineers, signal
processing and sound perception researchers, sound recordists, stage and event sound
professionals amongst others. The programme traversed fields from engineering to aesthetics and
involved presentations, discussion and demonstrations.
Peter stated that while his aim is for spatial music, he considers that not all music should be
spatial, in fact much shouldn’t be. When spatiality is used in music, it should involve not just
direction, but « location » - in which sounds are placed within an acoustic space at a particular
position. For example, a sound should not just come from a given direction from the listener (say
north-east), but should be located at a given distance, with a precice position in relation to a
particular acoustic space. Peter noted the standard usage of reverberation simulates distance in a
way that actually smears the sound source in range from a minimum distance out towards the
virtual room boundaries, when in fact, the sound should be localised at only one distance, with
space behind it as well as in front. He described how Derby students have done project recordings
of choirs with multiple soundfield microphones to get distance that you can walk through. This
ties into Peter’s wish for a navigable spatial music, that could be experienced by moving through
it, listening to different parts distributed in space.
Another problem with spatial sound is that of scale – for example, the apparent physical size of
sound sources may change when an ambisonic recording is reproduced on a large scale array.
This was observed recently when playing a John Leonard recording of geese « When Geese Go
Bad » [1] on the Ambisonic array set up by Funktion One [2] at the Glade electronic music
festival [3]. Played on this rig, the geese seemed like giants. Peter noted that plausible imagery is
not independent of reproduction, but requires recordings made with target speaker array radius in
mind. To conclude, Peter summarised the planned presentations and schedule for the day.
[1] http://www.ambisonia.com/Members/soundmanjohn/ambisonicfile.2006-04-20.5053732244
[2] http://www.gladefestival.com/
[3] http://www.funktion-one.com/

Peter Lennox

Michael Brown, composing with space (including demonstration)
Performance room
Michael Brown is a composer and music production lecturer at University of Derby, with an
background in the arts. He discussed his inspirations, concepts and observations of the process of
developing a composition for the workshop, which he then played on the 16-speaker rig.
Michael started with the observation that conventional composition involves composing in time,
not generally space – for example, it is not common to hear of someone « composing in stereo ».
Also there isn't a common language or « syntax » with which to express concepts of spatial
music. So when he started composing using Ambisonic spatial sound, he found that space
changed his thoughts about composition. He started thinking about spatial structure with sounds
and musical entities as « physical objects » or events taking place in different positions. Then he
considered the interactions between events, and how the relationships between objects were
affected by the space in between them. For example, he described his curiosity for being able to
throw a sound around, for example, « bouncing a ball around the room ».
He noted that in fact the space needn’t be realistic, but could be a pseudo space. He would also
like to challenge the notion of the front orientation, and accept the movement of sounds as the
listener moves within the physical performance space.
For the workshop he designed a composition the previous evening and auditioned it in the space
for the first time only an hour or so before the workshop, since the array was specially installed
for the event. On auditioning the piece he found some ideas didn’t work as he’d planned, for
example, this was his first composition with height, which worked differently from his
expectations. Also the horizontal rendering turned out to be slightly raised in height.
He started composing on paper, with three pianos placed symmetrically around the room and the
idea to have a dialogue between the instruments made coherent by the space. In audition, this
separate placement wasn’t particularly obvious until the listener starts moving around the room.
Michael had many other ideas for the piece, from ambient elements and events starting,
migrating, triggering others around the space, dramatic orchestral elements, delicate and large
parts. He found some things weren’t possible yet, for example fine position placement and
vertical drops in the centre of the space, due to spherical coordinate panning tools. He’d also like
better interfaces than the mouse to play with the ambisonic tools and manipulate sound positions
– for example to use physical controllers such as motion capture devices.

Michael Brown

After initial creation on paper, the score was developed in Logic Pro on Mac OS X, although this
interface doesn’t show any space, only vertical instrument tracks and a horizontal time scale.
Logic audio output was sent to Reaper and each track was encoded using Bruce Wiggins’
WigWare Ambisonic Encoder plugins (with spherical coordinate panning – enabling
manipulation of azimuth, elevation and distance). In Reaper, the ambisonic tracks were finally
decoded using the Wigware decoder, live to the ambisonic array.
After an initial audition for the workshop, Michael decided to try playing it again at 12dB lower
in level in an attempt to make the positional spatialisation clearer by reducing the extent to which
the speaker array engaged the room’s acoustics.
Discussion of the composition by Michael and audience began with his disappointment in the
height representation – due in part to ambisonics limitations, a non-ideal array, room acoustics
and possibly the cognitive difficulties with placing real instruments with known timbres in
unrealistic places (e.g. dropping a piano recording from above the audience). The effect of height
cues from high-frequencies resembling pinna resonances was also discussed as a means of
enhancing height spatialisation. However, it was noted that a composer may wish to subvert this
(partly metaphorical) association between height and pitch. Also it’s possible for high-frequency
sounds to be perceived at a low elevation, for example birds or insects at ground level are usually
localised correctly.
Michael Brown : http://www.derby.ac.uk/staff-search/mr-michael-brown
Derby multichannel facility : http://uod-true-multi-channel-mixing.wikispaces.com
Reaper : http://www.reaper.fm/ - Logic Pro : http://www.apple.com/logicstudio/

Reaper (left), Logic Pro (right and below)

John Newsham and Tony Andrews of Funktion One, ambisonic
panner hardware
John presented an older hardware and DOS software ambisonic panner with automation, partly
inspired by using an old manual Pink Floyd quad panner at the 1992 Glastonbury Festival. This
hardware has 8 mono audio input channels that can each be encoded to 1st order ambisonic for
separate decoding. The DOS software component controls the hardware and enables pan
trajectories to be recorded, automated and sequencied via MIDI, with various trajectory options.
The equipment was used by Chemical Brothers for at least one surround show in the 1990s and is
still used at the Glade Festival.
Tony noted that Ambisonic playback on a large speaker array is partly compromised by the
panning using all speakers, so they install the speakers aimed at the ground in the centre of the
space to absorb the signal to the far side.
Discussion covered spatialisation of stereo music from DJs by simple feature extraction using
filters, and the approach to sound as objects, creating a sonic choreography, in which static parts
could be seen as the « landscape ». Peter mentioned the possibility of endless linear trajectories
(made using the same principal as Shepard or Risset Tones), and cited the example of Terre
Thaemlitz performing one piece that featured a continually-building fade-in, or « endless
comingness ». Also discussed was the possibility of placing sound absorbing occlusions as
objects, which is possible in computer game 3d audio software, and possibly in IRCAM’s Spat.
Bruce also mentioned this feature is available in a particular BBC stage set simulator.

John Newsham, Tony Andrews, Funktion One. http://www.funktion-one.com/

Bill Dyer, 2-channel demonstration!: phantom images, phase and
audio imagery
Lecture hall
Bill Dyer of Digital Audio Systems (formerly Dyer Audio Systems) presented a demonstration of
« two-channel spatial sound» made possible by his fine attention to detail in the transient time
response design of his hifi and monitor loudspeakers. He began with a pair of other speakers
representative of studio monitors sold in large numbers and played excerpts from a performance
of Carmina Burana, then switched over to his monitors. The demonstration showed how the
depth and breadth of the image of stereo recordings is highly dependent on the loudspeaker.
Before the lunch break, Bill played a series of recordings including an organ recital, raw drum-kit
test recording, a thunderstorm field recording, and a big band.
[Ed.] – Peter notes that : Bill Dyer's point was that few speaker systems are actually designed so
as to optimise their phantom imagery. Naturally, for studio pan-potted stereo, this is less of a
problem. But Bill pointed-out that, especially where material has been recorded using a
coincident microphone technique (Blumlein, Soundfield, etc) stereo is theoretically capable of
conveying substantial depth of field (similar to what Mason and Rumsey refer to as 'ensemble
depth'), but practically rarely does. As a result of the workshop, Bill Dyer and Tony Andrews
(F1) have agreed to attempt to collaborate - an unusual pairing of the hifi end of the market with
the huge stadium end of the market!

Bill Dyer (left), Terry Fletcher (right)

Terry Fletcher,!«!single point stereo!»
Terry presented a demonstration of his « single-point stereo » loudspeaker, inspired by some
notes in Blumlein’s 1931 patent on stereo techniques, in which Blumlein reportedly noted that
there is another better way than dual crossed microphones to reproduce spatial sound from two
channels. Then, after making a stereo Mid-Side choir recording in 2005, Terry began researching
ways to listen to M-S recordings, which evolved into his « single-point stereo » loudspeakers.

Terry has a company that makes consumer products using the principle – for example, a
childrens’ neck-worn (lanyard-mounted) portable-music speaker and a TV set-top speaker box.
His personal research presently uses a single loudspeaker box with front-mounted woofer and
ribbon-tweeter, with two side-mounted almost-full-range speakers at tweeter height. These sidemounted speakers produce frequencies down to around 200Hz, so there is a 2dB raised level in
the woofer response to compensate and produce a flatter resulting spectrum from all drivers.
The resulting sound produced a wide and deep image, although it can’t produce strong
asymmetrical lateral images. Terry has found that time alignment of the side speakers with the
frontal tweeter is critical to a strong image.

Bruce Wiggins, introducing Ambisonics and free engineering tools
Performance room
Bruce presented and discussed his « WigWare » series of free Ambisonic VST plug-ins that he
developed to enable easier ambisonic sound production on digital audio workstation software.
Clearly there has been a long history of different approaches to ambisonic audio production, but
Bruce found that even recently there was no easy way to do it. Software is usually stereo to
begin with and even many surround-capable applications don’t help for ambisonic production. He
has found the Reaper [1] software to be a suitable platform, since although based on stereo tracks,
it has only arbitrary limits for channel numbers grouped into buses (64 channels at present?).
Bruce then presented an overview of ambisonics, describing the frequency-dependence of
velocity and energy vector components in spatial ambisonic recordings and decoding techniques.
He notes that the ambisonic microphone technique is essentially a 4-channel, 3-dimensional
extension of the (2-d) Blumlein stereo technique that Blumlein himself called « binaural
reproduction ».
Essentially, ambisonic coding and decoding calculates what to feed the speakers to reconstruct
any first-order spatial patterns, no sharper than a dipole (figure-8) in any direction. By adding
different proportions of the omnidirectional (spherical) signal to a single dipole, other broader
shapes can be generated such as a cardioid pattern. Decoders then vary the ratio of the omnidirectional W signal to reconstruct energy and velocity vectors to different levels of accuracy,
with the best possible energy vector magnitude of 0.7 (square root of 2).

Bruce Wiggins, WigWare plugins.

Compared to vector-based panning (between nearest speakers), ambisonics shares the error
equally in all directions, so listener localisation of the speaker-positions is less likely than for
vector panning, for which the sound is either smeared for a source between speakers or perfect
for a source at the speaker direction. Ambisonics on the other hand is "equally wrong" in all
directions, so the speakers disappear to some extent.
For sharper panning, higher-order ambisonics provides narrower possible spatial patterns and
provides the advantage of enabling asymmetric patterns for asymmetric arrays such as a 5.1
surround sound setup.
Bruce went on to describe the Reaper software and his WigWare ambisonic VST plug-ins, which
provide separate cartesian and spherical-coordinate panners (encoders) and decoders (which are
essentially lumped together in 5.1 and other multichannel panners). The two panner types have
the same internals, and also provide basic distance simulation with cross-fade to the W omni
signal when a sound is brought inside the speaker array (in ambisonic receiver terms, this is an
omni source at the microphone position). Another WigWare plugin provides 4-channel
reverberation using a traditional recursive filter algorithm.
To use the plugins in Reaper requires pairs of stereo tracks to be grouped as 4-channel buses for
b-format output. Reaper has quick features such as track/bus copy and paste and bus templates so
that ambisonic buses can be instantiated with ease, and automation is available to record and
sequence trajectories. Furthermore, Reaper features an internal plugin scripting environment (JS)
[1]. There are screencast demonstration videos of WigWare plugins running in Reaper available
online on the Derby multichannel mixing wiki [2].
Bruce finished with an impressive demo using an African acapella choir panned discretely around
the room, with some reverberation, which is pleasantly immersive/enveloping, quite diffuse and
not too bright.
Bruce Wiggins, WigWare :
http://www.derby.ac.uk/staff-search/dr-bruce-wiggins
[1] http://reaper.fm/sdk/js/
[2] http://uod-true-multi-channel-mixing.wikispaces.com/Reaper+Tutorial+Videos

Matt Trevor, «!wii are the music makers!»
Matt presented his project named « wii are the music makers » after an Aphex Twin song, in
which he uses a Nintendo Wiimote video-game controller [1] to perform live improvised, beatbased electronic music. The Wiimote contains several sensors including switches, a thumb
joystick, 3-axis accelerometers, and an infrared camera, and Matt is able to access this control
information via software called GlovePIE [2]. He then uses the control data streams within
AudioMulch software [3], in particular, mapping buttons to switch various effects in and out of
the audio processing chain, and using accelerometers and the joystick to vary continuous effect
parameters. His source audio was a break-beat sample loaded in the LiveSlice beat-cutting plugin
[4]. He was also using WigWare ambisonics processing plugins to pan sounds around the speaker
array. Other controllers he has experimented with include the SpaceNavigator (Google Earth
controller) [5]. He found CPU usage was sometimes excessive for all the effects he was running,
particularly for 2nd order ambisonics.

For Matt, this project is all about improvisation and live jamming, not composition. However,
several composers observed that it could provide useful supplements to more long-winded
approaches to spatial composition. Matt personally found ambisonic panning was sometimes too
discrete and occasionally wanted lower level spatiality. He also tried his setup with the Funktion
One system at Glade festival, and found that the venue has a large effect on the resulting sound.
He also noted that most venues are biased towards frontal (stage-focused) presentation, and he’d
like to see more surround sound venues. In the future, he’s taking the system to the UK Institute
of Acoustics [6] and may work on music therapy ideas. He also has ideas for improved 3D
graphical interfaces for working with 3D sound composition, citing the revolutionary 3D
software desktop organiser BumpTop [7].
[1] http://www.nintendo.com/wii
[2] http://carl.kenner.googlepages.com/glovepie
[3] http://www.audiomulch.com/
[4] http://www.livelab.dk/liveslice.php
[5] http://www.3dconnexion.com/
[6] http://www.ioa.org.uk/
[7] http://bumptop.com/

Matt Trevor and his AudioMulch setup including LiveSlice beat slicer and Wigware panning.

Chris Wilson, spatial music composition
Chris presented his composition for the ambisonic array. He found he was comfortable
composing without realtime multichannel monitoring, because that’s the usual mode of working
for him and many composers anyway – for example, to compose for orchestra using only a piano.
His piece came from a history of doing realtime collaboration in one place with another
composer, with whom he now works across geographical distances. This situation fed into the
present narrative/philosophy/concept, also related to a short story called « the great slow kings »
[1]. He also described his inspirations for a previous work, based on sounds of a wheelbarrow
from the bottom of the yard and pots filled with rainwater. He has thought also of David Tudor’s
[2] work with objects that interact with their environment.

For the present composition, he used long-wave radio, cups smashing, worked with space-time
and tried to produce an oppressive natural environment, inspired by the jungle sounds of « raw
natural selection at work » which precede the dawn chorus. He also mentioned an idea he’d like
to use where the audience wears headphones in a room with a speaker array, so that sounds could
be panned all the way from the external array right into the audience’s ears.
Chris Wilson :
http://www.derby.ac.uk/staff-search/mr-chris-wilson
[1] http://lib.ru/ZELQZNY/TheGreatSlowKings.txt
[2] http://www.emf.org/tudor/Life/biography.html

Chris Wilson

Concluding remarks
Overall the workshop covered a lot of ground during the day, from two-channel (« stereo »)
spatial sound through to several production techniques from perspectives of engineering,
composition and live improvisation. There was a reasonable amount of discussion related to each
presentation.
An improvement might have been the inclusion of further general discussion time, for example
regarding attendees’ personal experiences and wishes for the future development of spatial music
production capabilities and techniques. More « hands-on » activity was also suggested. Some
delegates also asked for a repeat event, and Peter has agreed to investigate this possibility.

